Introduction {#s1}
============

The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) Working Group has designed a transparent approach to rating certainty of evidence and grading strength of recommendations.[@R1] More than 100 groups creating systematic reviews, clinical practice and public health guidelines, and health technology assessments have adopted GRADE.[@R1] GRADE uses the terms 'certainty of evidence' interchangeably with 'confidence in estimate' and 'quality of evidence'. Authors using GRADE make separate ratings of certainty for each patient-important outcome and, in the context of a recommendation about an intervention, provide an overall rating based on the lowest certainty of the critical outcomes.

In the context of making recommendations, GRADE specifies that ratings reflect the certainty that the estimates of an effect are adequate to support a particular decision or recommendation.[@R3] Recently, the GRADE Working Group clarified the conceptual basis of certainty ratings, noting that, in both contexts of systematic reviews and guidelines, they represent the certainty that a true effect lies on one side of a specified threshold or within a specified range.[@R4]

Depending on the thresholds or ranges chosen, it is possible to have high certainty in the evidence for a set of outcomes related to a particular decision, yet uncertainty whether the evidence is adequate to support that decision; this will occur when desirable and undesirable consequences are closely balanced, such as cancer treatments with high certainty in prolonging survival and high certainty in serious toxicity.[@R5] It is also possible to have low certainty in evidence for a specific outcome yet make a strong recommendation (high certainty to support a decision). The GRADE Working Group has specified five paradigmatic situations in which such discordant recommendations may be appropriate.[@R5] One of these situations is when only low-quality evidence exists for a promising intervention in a life-threatening context (eg, using fresh-frozen plasma or vitamin K in a patient receiving warfarin with elevated international normalised ratio and an intracranial bleed).

The recent GRADE Working Group guidance states that systematic review authors and guideline panellists will ideally specify the threshold or ranges they are using when rating the certainty in evidence.[@R3] The guidance offered non-contextualised (no implicit value judgements) and partially contextualised (some implicit value judgements regarding magnitude of effects) approaches for systematic review authors. The guidance further suggested a fully contextualised approach for clinical practice guidelines in which a guideline panel determines thresholds considering all critical outcomes and their relative importance.

Guideline panels using fully contextualised approaches have faced challenges of balancing feasibility and simplicity with comprehensive simultaneous consideration of all important outcomes. This current GRADE concept article introduces an approach for guideline panels to more directly and explicitly rate their certainty of the balance of benefits and harms. This GRADE concept article (a new form of communication from the GRADE Working Group) is presented to stimulate discussion and does not constitute GRADE guidance.

Expressing certainty across the evidence-to-decision framework {#s2}
==============================================================

GRADE evidence-to-decision frameworks explicitly identify the following considerations in determining the direction and strength of recommendations:Certainty of evidence (regarding effect estimates for health effects),[@R2]Relative importance of outcomes (also called values and preferences),[@R2]Balance of benefits and harms,[@R2]Resource use (cost),[@R2]Cost--benefit ratio (Are incremental health benefits worth the costs?),[@R2]Equity,[@R7]Acceptability,[@R11] andFeasibility.[@R11]

Health-related harms include pain or disability but also burdens that lower quality of life. For example, the burden of receiving an intervention that requires being immobile for long periods of time could be considered as a health-related harm. In this article, when we use the phrase 'balance of benefits and harms' we refer to the 'balance of benefits versus harms and burdens'. Other burdens that may be considered more societal in nature may be considered through other criteria in the framework (cost, acceptability, feasibility) depending on the perspective taken such as that of the healthcare system, the population or the individual. Here, we will use the term 'harms' to refer to 'health-related harms and burdens'.

Ideally, guideline panels consider all the factors listed above when determining the direction and strength of a recommendation. The process may proceed in progressive steps that consider first benefits and harms to generate certainty in net benefit; then costs to generate certainty in a cost--benefit ratio and then equity, acceptability and equity to address certainty in a recommendation if relevant ([figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Certainty across the evidence-to-decision framework\*.](bmjopen-2018-027445f01){#F1}

Although it makes decisions more transparent, reporting a guideline panel's certainty for each of these concepts may be overwhelming for guideline users seeking simple explanations of the rationale and certainty for recommendations. Among the concepts for which certainty can be expressed formally, the certainty in balance of benefits and harms (net effect) may be most relevant to patients and clinicians (often the primary target users for guidelines). Additional criteria that may influence a recommendation (cost, cost-benefit ratio, equity, acceptability, feasibility) are more likely to vary across social groups and contexts, and population-based ratings may be of less interest to patients and clinicians working together to make individual healthcare decisions.

Consistent with the recent clarification of 'certainty of evidence'---the certainty that a true effect lies within a specified range or on one side of a specified threshold[@R3]---one can express the certainty of the net effect (or balance of benefits and harms) in terms of a range or in relation to a threshold. The situation when benefits and harms are perfectly balanced (net benefit or harm=0) represents a natural threshold for certainty of the net effect. Using this threshold, the certainty of net benefit is the certainty that the overall or net effect lies on the side of benefit. The certainty of net harm is the certainty that the net effect lies on the side of harm.

Expressing the certainty of net benefit for guideline users provides the most direct summary representation of the extent of our confidence that the estimates of effects are adequate to support a particular decision or recommendation. The US Preventive Services Task Force has used the term certainty of net benefit in a manner consistent with this conceptual framework.[@R12]

Model for creating the net effect estimate and rating its certainty {#s3}
===================================================================

Determining the certainty in the balance of benefits and harms involves generating a net effect estimate (a way of specifying the balance of benefits and harms) and then rating the certainty regarding that net effect in relation to the threshold of net benefit=0 ([figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).
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Decision analysis provides a statistical method for generating the net effect estimate. Decision modelling has evolved over the years and sophisticated models include multiple outcomes, the varying times at which each outcome can occur, the relative importance placed in each outcome (often using utilities or quality-adjusted life-years) and future decisions and resulting outcomes. Guideline panels sometimes use decision analysis to evaluate a chain of possible consequences and decisions to inform their recommendations: the UK National Institute for Health and Care Excellence relies heavily on such models. Decision analysis often involves modelling cost-effectiveness or an assessment of net effect across a range of possible scenarios. Determining the certainty of evidence emerging from such models is itself a complex matter: a GRADE project group is currently addressing the issue.

For many decisions for which guideline developers, clinicians or patients desire recommendations, however, one need not consider a chain of subsequent decisions. Many guideline recommendations are binary and are based on the evidence limited to that decision. In such cases, one can perform a much simpler decision analysis without requiring participation of a skilled modeller. Simple models can generate confidence intervals (CIs) for a net effect estimate (a composite of individual effect estimates) given the following assumptions (described further in the online [supplementary appendix](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}):Effect estimates represent data conforming to normal distributions.Effect estimates to be combined are independent and not correlated with each other.Effect estimates to be combined can be multiplied by a conversion factor to use a consistent unit of measure.
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Given that the second assumption is often unlikely to hold, the analyst can perform sensitivity analysis of the net effect estimate to determine robustness to changes in the individual effect estimates, the assumptions of correlation between effect estimates and the conversion factors. A sensitivity analysis defining the likelihood of the net effect estimate remaining favourable across the range of assumptions determines the certainty of net benefit.

Generation of the net effect estimate {#s4}
=====================================

Here we describe the methods for generating the net effect estimate as presented in [figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Algorithm-supported calculators can facilitate combining the importance-adjusted effect estimates (the third step in [figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and classifying the precision (the fourth step). The online [supplementary appendix](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides examples and a link to a free online calculator.

**Step 1:** Determine the outcomes to be combined.

We assume reviewers have already identified the important outcomes for their systematic review of the available evidence; methods for this outcome selection have been reported.[@R14] We present here considerations for selecting from those outcomes the outcomes to be combined for a net effect estimate.

Including both a composite outcome and one or more components of that outcome is problematic. For example, it would be inappropriate to include all-cause mortality and cardiovascular mortality in the same model. One may choose to use only the composite outcome (eg, all-cause mortality) or to use only the component outcomes (eg, cardiovascular mortality, cancer mortality and mortality from causes other than cancer or cardiovascular disease).

If effect estimates are not available in absolute terms (or if effect estimates are being extrapolated to a population with different baseline risks than that used for the absolute effect estimates), then absolute effect estimates may be derived using a combination of relative effect estimates and baseline risk estimates.

**Step 2:** Determine the quantified relative importance for each outcome.

Quantitative estimates of relative importance for each outcome will serve as a conversion factor to use a consistent unit of measure for the net effect estimate. These estimates need to be meaningful as a multiplier or represent a quantitative measure of importance relative to a reference standard. Guideline panels that use a qualitative 9-point rating of importance of outcomes[@R14] to determine which outcomes to include in systematic reviews or summary of findings tables may find these ratings do not easily translate to quantitative estimates for this purpose.

A simple approach is to select one outcome as a reference outcome and define a relative importance adjustment (ie, a multiplier) for each other outcome as a modifier to apply to effect estimates. In making individual patient-specific decisions, one could enter the quantitative estimates of relative importance for the individual patient and derive an individualised estimate of net effect. With further development, this approach could inform shared decision-making for individual patients.

For groups of patients, one could consider quantitative estimates of relative importance as ranges. In making population-specific recommendations, one could use a range of relative importance estimates considered reasonable to capture most members of the population and check for robustness of estimates of net effect across the range of relative importance. One would then lower the rating of certainty of net benefit if the estimate of net effect crosses to net harm within the range of relative importance. The later discussion of sensitivity analysis for the net effect estimate (step 6) will address the concepts of ranges and certainties of relative importance.

Methods to determine quantitative estimates of relative importance from a patient perspective include discrete-choice experiments,[@R15] preference-eliciting surveys among patients[@R16] and systematic reviews of such surveys.[@R17] Determination of relative importance could provide an opportunity for engaging patients as partners in research design, a developing expectation in medical publishing.[@R18] When such evidence is unavailable for the outcomes associated with a recommendation, guideline panels can still explicitly make best guesses of the importance the target population will place on the relevant outcomes. Further discussion of the methods for determining relative importance is beyond the scope of this paper.

If the outcomes to be combined include both continuous measures and dichotomous measures, the assignment of relative importance becomes more complicated and would take additional methods to reach a shared unit of measure (such as conversion to quality-adjusted life-year estimates). Utilities reported for decision analyses may be convertible to relative importance of outcomes. However, utilities are often reported with a range from 0 (for death or worst outcome) to 1 (for optimal quality of life or best outcome), and relative importance of outcomes functioning as multipliers would not be meaningful if multiplied by 0. Relative importance of outcome estimates equal to 1 minus the utility could convert utilities to meaningful multipliers.

**Step 3:** Combine the importance-adjusted effect estimates.

For each effect estimate, one can multiply the point estimate and CIs by the relative importance for the outcome, and then present the importance-adjusted effect estimate in positive or negative terms to correspond to benefits or harms in the direction of effect.

Adding together the point estimates for each importance-adjusted effect estimate will provide the point estimate for the net effect. Statistical formulas allow calculation of the 95% CI for the net effect (see online [supplementary appendix](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Rating the certainty of net benefit {#s5}
===================================

**Step 4:** Classify the precision of the net effect estimate.

Precision becomes meaningful with contextual anchoring. Reporting results with a 3-cm range would be overly precise for planning travel by car and unacceptable imprecision for some types of surgery. To express the certainty in the balance of benefits and harms, we need to specify a threshold for a net benefit, then express the certainty that the net effect lies on one side of this threshold.

Guideline panels may specify the threshold of net effect; we suggest using the 'zero effect' for simplicity. Guideline panels that formally evaluate cost-effectiveness already use a method to set a value threshold for the quantity of net benefit that is considered worth the cost to achieve it.

If the entire CI does not cross zero, then the precision of the net effect estimate is sufficient to not rate down the certainty of net benefit for imprecision. One must still consider other factors affecting certainty that are more difficult to quantify (risk of bias, inconsistency, indirectness and publication bias) and the plausible range of relative importance of outcomes before final determination of the certainty of net benefit.[@R19]

If the CI includes zero effect and thus the range of net effect estimates includes both net benefit and net harm, the guideline panel will rate down the certainty of net benefit. The greater the extent of overlap of the CI with both benefit and harm, the lower the certainty in the net benefit. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} present initial suggestions for how these judgements may be made.

###### 

Classification of precision of net effect estimate

  Pattern of net effect estimate                                                                                                    Classification                         Precision of net effect estimate is consistent with ...
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
  Entire CI is beneficial                                                                                                           Net benefit                            High certainty of net benefit
  Point estimate is beneficial, lower bound of CI is harmful and point estimate has larger absolute value than lower bound of CI    Likely net benefit                     Moderate certainty of net benefit
  Point estimate is beneficial, lower bound of CI is harmful and point estimate has smaller absolute value than lower bound of CI   Possible net benefit                   Low certainty of net benefit
  Point estimate is close to zero, wide CI[\*](#tblfn1){ref-type="fn"}                                                              Possibly no net benefit or harm        Very low certainty of net benefit or harm
  Point estimate is close to zero, narrow CI[\*](#tblfn1){ref-type="fn"}                                                            Net benefit or harm likely near zero   Moderate certainty of little net benefit or harm
  Point estimate is harmful, upper bound of CI is beneficial and point estimate has smaller absolute value than upper bound of CI   Possible net harm                      Low certainty of net harm
  Point estimate is harmful, upper bound of CI is beneficial and point estimate has larger absolute value than upper bound of CI    Likely net harm                        Moderate certainty of net harm
  Entire CI is harmful                                                                                                              Net harm                               High certainty of net harm

\*Differentiation of wide versus narrow CIs could be based on a threshold of minimally important differences.
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The calculation for CIs for the net effect estimate includes an assumption that effect estimates being combined are not correlated with each other. If effects are correlated, the accurate CIs would be wider or less precise; if inversely correlated, the accurate CIs would be narrower or more precise. If such accuracy is needed, one could add correlation coefficients to the calculation (see online [supplementary appendix](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) or rely on more sophisticated statistical approaches such as bootstrapping[@R20] or a Bayesian approach to estimate the probability interval.[@R21] The calculation is also based on an assumption that effects on outcomes are independent. For practical use, modest violations of the assumption are unlikely to distort results substantially and may be preferable to less explicit judgement of the balance of benefits and harms.

**Step 5:** Consider the certainty of effect estimates for outcomes that are critical to the likelihood of net benefit.

One approach to select the outcomes critical to the likelihood of net benefit is to identify the outcomes that could change the classification of the precision of the net effect estimate. Such outcomes are either:Outcomes for which removal of the outcome would change the classification of the precision of the net effect estimate.Outcomes for which addition of plausible increases to the effect estimate (for effect estimates with lower certainty) would change the classification.

Determining the lowest certainty of evidence among critical outcomes requires addressing risk of bias, inconsistency, indirectness and publication bias for each critical outcome.[@R4] Imprecision for an individual outcome is not an influencing factor here because it is already accounted for in the net effect estimate.

The lowest of the certainty ratings for critical outcomes and the certainty rating consistent with the precision of the net effect estimate represents the certainty of net benefit. This approach may work in most cases; raters still need, however, to consider the overall framework and determine if limited certainty in single outcomes are sufficient to rate down the overall certainty of net benefit. This is especially so if the upper or lower bounds of the CI for the net effect estimate approximates a zero effect. A 95% CI is used based on convention rather than a theoretical rationale.

**Step 6:** Consider the range of relative importance for outcomes. Perform a sensitivity analysis to determine the certainty of net benefit across this range.

To enhance feasibility of the approach, efforts to fully consider the range of relative importance for outcomes may be limited to ratings that would otherwise be classified as high certainty of net benefit. In situations in which further assessment is needed to confirm robustness of certainty across the range of relative importance, one can repeat the analyses across a reasonable range of relative importance of outcomes.

The purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to determine if the certainty of net benefit remains high across the range of relative importance estimates. There remains insufficient conceptual development to provide explicit guidance on how to precisely define the range of relative importance for outcomes to use for the sensitivity analysis.

The GRADE Working Group has developed guidance on rating the certainty of relative importance of outcomes.[@R22] If a range of relative importance of outcomes is determined by empirical evidence and that range is considered to have low certainty, it would then be prudent to use a wider range of relative importance of outcomes in a sensitivity analysis.

It may be necessary during the process of the sensitivity analysis of outcome importance to re-evaluate which outcomes are critical to the likelihood of net benefit.

Relating certainty of net benefit to strength of recommendation {#s6}
===============================================================

The certainty of net benefit does not necessarily dictate the strength of recommendation. The evidence-to-decision framework also includes cost, cost--benefit ratio, equity, acceptability and feasibility as considerations that may modify the strength of recommendation. Panels may choose to focus exclusively on net health effects and not include other elements (eg, some panels choose not to consider costs and do not formally consider acceptability, feasibility and equity).

In situations in which there is a high certainty in effect estimates but uncertainty that the balance of benefits and harms is favourable across the range of patient values and preferences (a situation in which panels will make weak recommendations because fully informed patients are likely to make different decisions), a moderate or low certainty of net benefit provides a clear expression of the rationale for weak recommendations.

High certainty is not necessary, in all cases, for supporting a strong recommendation. *Primum non nocere* (First, do no harm) is considered one of the principal precepts for ethical decision-making in medicine and pharmacology[@R23] though it is more properly considered *Primum non net nocere*.[@R24] One can interpret this to consider a lower threshold for the certainty in net harm for a strong recommendation against an action than one uses for the certainty in net benefit for a strong recommendation for an action.

Implications {#s7}
============

In this article, we introduce an approach for guideline developers to consider explicitly reporting the certainty of net benefit with recommendations, either in addition to or in place of reporting an overall quality of evidence associated with a recommendation. Either way, the approach requires consideration of certainty of evidence ratings for individual outcomes, typically presented in summary of findings tables.

This approach is applicable to decisions or recommendations with binary choices, such as treatment, prevention, diagnostic and screening interventions. This approach involves many judgements that are already made explicitly or implicitly when guideline panels make recommendations. Reporting the judgements made when using this approach would allow readers to interpret their confidence in how the ratings were made and may reduce spurious confidence that could occur with quantitative reporting in the absence of qualitative factors.

A key driver for this approach is greater congruence with the intent behind the concept of 'adequate evidence to support a recommendation' than what is currently conveyed by the 'overall quality of evidence in estimates of effects'. Strengths of this approach include the transparent, logical, quantitative expressions for both scholarly and clinical readers and for both guideline developers and guideline users.

Throughout this discussion, we are considering the context of guideline recommendations which by nature relate to considerations for a population and not for a specific individual. Concepts of certainty of net benefit may eventually be extrapolated to 'certainty of individual net benefit' with inclusion of individually determined relative importance of outcomes, but at this time no discussion or testing has been applied to relating these concepts to individual decision-making.

The primary limitation of this approach is its lack of testing to inform its feasibility and acceptability, and how readers will interpret these concepts. This report is shared, before such testing, to increase scholarly discussion. This GRADE concept article does not, therefore, constitute GRADE guidance.
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